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to understand basic flow phenomena and combustion
processes within the engine. The insight into flow phenomenology helps to understand, and finally to model
the essential rate controlling processes. Thus, a reliable numerical simulation of the engine behaviour may
lead to a reduction in development time and costs, although hardware tests will never be completely substituted by numerical simulations.

Abstract
Modelling aspects for rocket engines, where propellants are burned at high pressures to achieve a maximum of performance, are discussed. Concentrating
on combustion chamber and expansion nozzle, critical flow phenomena are identified. Physical models
for these phenomena with regard to numerical simulations are presented. Different numerical procedures
are analyzed concerning their advantages and disadvantages being applied for cryogenic high performance
thrust chamber simulations. The application of some
of these models is shown exemplary for a 3D multiinjector combustion chamber and the Bowfield computation of a plug nozzle concept to present capabilities, limitations and prospects of CFD in this area.
Finally, remarks on verification of numerical schemes
with regard to the individual physical, chemical and
numerical models are given.

1. Introduction

and

Hardware design, its influence on the combustion
chamber and nozzle conditions and all relevant physical phenomena must be approximated or represented
by models to enable a reliable computational simulation, see Fig.2. The degree of model representativity needed for reliable results strongly depends on the
influence of the corresponding problem on chamber
processes and is quantitatively not sufficiently known
until now iu many cases. With regard to the thermophysical conditions in rocket engines, i.e. high pressure and density, coaxial injection phenomena, strong
temperature gradients, high accelerations as well as
strong recirculation zones, many codes use oversim-

focus

The reduction of Earth to orbit launch costs in conjunction with an increase in launcher reliability and
operational efficiency are the key demands on future
space transportation
systems. These goals were guiding rules for the Space Shuttle transportation system
during the design phase. However, fourteen years of
active Space Shuttle service showed that the initial
perspectives in cost, reduction and reliability were by
far too optimistic.

Recent launcher analysis indicate, that the classical,
expendable launcher with moderate technological levels, e.g. realized with the AFUANE 5, provide currently the most economical access to space. However,
more complex reusable launcher concepts are still subject of studies, and a great effort has to be spent in
this direction to achieve realistic benefits in costs and
reliability. Engine concepts for the next generation
of transportation
systems involve currently used cycles like staged combustion or gas generator. but also
advanced cycles, e.g. expander or expander bleed.
To achieve any progress in engine reliability and engine hardware costs, it is of significant advantage
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of the Vulcan Mark 1 engine with
mesh of a nozzle flow simulation
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3: Basic requirements

technology

to be met by the numerical

plified assumptions in connection with unsuitable numerical schemes. On the other hand, due to the high
chamber pressure which is above the two phase region,
some phenomena may be modelled simpler than e.g.
in lower pressure combustion engines.

2. Thrust chamber operation conditions
Modern high pressure rocket engines such as the European Vulcan engine designed by DASA/SEP shown
in Fig.1 use liquid cryogenic propellants. Typical operation conditions of these engines vary during engine
start-up from cryogenic, low pressure two-phase flows,
with typical pressures around p = 4 - 10 bar and temperatures T = 20 - 200 I<, to the stationary operation
point, where depending on the engine cycle, maximum
pressures are of the order of p = 160 - 500 bar and
temperatures ranging up to 3700 I\'.
A Hz/02 rocket chamber injection head consists of a
large number of coaxial elements, each of which in stationary operation conditions injects a central “liquid”
02 jet at supercritical pressures around pC = 100 250 bar and near critical temperatures of approx. T
= 100 Ii with typical velocities of VOW,,,,= 20 m/s
surrounded by a fast coaxial gaseous Hz flow. Typical
injection conditions for the hydrogen mass flow are velocities of VH*,,, = 200 - 300 m/s and temperatures of
T = 100 Ii for open cycle engines (like gas generator
engines, Vulcan type) and T = 800 K for closed cycle
engines (like staged combustion engines, SSME type).
The injected dense oxygen core is mixed with the surrounding gas flow and then burned.
The involved
processes of fluid injection, atomization, mixing and
combustion have a decisive influence on rocket engine
performance, combustion stability, operational reliability and service life time.
The burned gases are then expanded through the nozzle, while being accelerated from subsonic flow with a
typical Mach number of M = 0.3 within the combustion chamber to a Mach number of M > 4., depending
ou the nozzle exit area ratio.
The essential phenomena are shown in Fig.2, together
with approaches for the modelling to be discussed in
more detail in the following sections.

scheme

3. Physical modelling
Fig.3 shows basic requirements for computational
codes with regard to the numerical schemes and the
physical modelling for the application on rocket thrust
chamber and nozzle flow simulations. Some of these
phenomena are adequately simulated by solving the
Navier-Stokes equations, wherease others, being not
resolved by the numerical mesh, need special models
(sub-grid scale models) to be implemented into the
numerical scheme. The Fig.4 emphasizes these special models, that are discussed in the following.
3.1 Injection
The classical atomization morphology consists of liquid droplets and ligaments being sheared off a liquid
jet and then mixed into the environment while evaporating. Recent esperiments on cold flow as well as
hot firing injection under typical high pressure combustion chamber conditions (81, (131 show, that the
distinctive surface and surface tension of the liquid
core vanishes when the critical mixing temperature is
reached shortly behind the injector. This is a challenge for the algorithms to calculate fluid propert.ies:
Usually, being restricted to temperatures above 300
K, they have to be extended to the cryogenic range
to ensure the correct simulation of the fluid behaviour
near the injector, which is of great importance.
Oxidizer and fuel are mixed within a turbulent dense
gas shear layer having large density gradients without
any droplets.
Therefore, two different categories of
injection models can be distinguished in principle for
the coaxial injection process:
1. Mono-phasial.

multi fluid component

2. Bi-phnsial, multi fluid component

injection

injection

The mono-phasial, but multi gas component approximation of the injection process is valid under the assumption that the injection conditions are fully supercritical. This treatment is also applicable if time and
length scales needed for heating up the injected liquid
to exceed its critical mixing point are very short in
comparison to characteristic flow field scales.
The simplest approach to simulate adequately the
injection of cryogenic oxygen with a typical density of
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Figure 4: Focal point of modelling

1100 kg/m3 at the injector exit is the fluid-gas model,
which uses a real gas equation of state like Redlich
Kwong [13]
RT
“=Phrl(V-

a
fiV(V+b)’

(1)

The additional parameters a and b in comparison
to the ideal gas equation of state account for the
intermolecular forces and the finite volume of the
molecules. The application of this equation to rocket
engine injection conditions results in an error in oxygen density of less then lo%, which is quite acceptable,
see Fig.5.
The second category of injection; models accounts for
two phase flows and droplets, which have to be considered during the transient start-up of the engine.
Fig.6 shows the corresponding modules that should be
implemented into a numerical code. A sub-grid scale
model for the primary atomization of the.round liquid
jet due to strong shear stresses is required. Furthermore, a model for the droplet trajectory and droplet
break-up under near and supercritical pressure conditions for cryogenic droplets as well as a model for

1

Figure 5: Isobars (100 bar) for a Hz/O? mixture
with different mixture ratios.
Filled symbols:
Ideal gas equation.
Non-filled
symbols:
Real gas equation, Redlich Kwong

the droplet gasification, ignition and combustion must
be implemented. However, it remains questionable if
the increased degree of realism gained by the beforementioned two phase flow models results in higher accuracy of the results in comparison with the monophasial fluid-gas approach, because of limitations in
physical modelling of turbulent droplet flows under
the described conditions.
Three different liquid core models for bi-phasial injection are summarized in Fig.i. The simplest approach
is the predefined spray model, which is based on a predefined spray consisting of groups of droplets with a
given diameter and velocity distribution, existing already at the injector exit. This model is implemented
in the KIV.4-code 1121.The reliability of this approach
remains questionable, since this model does not account for the existing liquid core.
The fized core spray model takes into account the finite time and length needed for the stripping process
of the intact liquid core. The modelled shape of the
core has to be obtained empirically. Furthermore, the
size and velocity distribution of the droplets at the
core surface must be calibrated by experiments or derived from reasonable assumptions.
The secondary
break up must be modelled according to the aerodynamic forces acting on the droplets.
The third bi-phssial model shown in Fig.7, the interactive spray model is the most sophisticated
one
of these bi-phasial models, which accounts for a variable intact length and droplet distribution. Time dependencies should follow from statistical hypothesis.
However, simulations show that this approach may be
too time consuming for 3D calculations (91.

Figure 6: Bi-phasial
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3.2 FlowReld turbulence

Three different approaches
bulence modelling:
1. statistical

exist in principle for tur-

methods (zero-, one-, two-equation)

2. large eddy methods LES
3. direct numerical simulations

DNS

The latter both require immense computer capabilities and thus are today limited to flow problems with
low Reynolds numbers (DNS) or limited physical modelling (LES) [ll].
Statistical methods make use of an averaging of the
Navier-Stokes equations. However, additional terms
appear in the conservation equations, which lead to a
closure problem when solving the Navier-Stokes equations. The Reynolds shear stress is in general modelled with the turbulent viscosity approach.
Additional terms concerning the diffusion and heat conductivity are generally modelled with turbulent Prandtland Lewis numbers, respectively. In contrast, the influence of turbulence on species production and dissipation terms and thus on the chemical reaction rates is
only crucially approximated with eddy brake-up models. The flamelet-approach
for turbulent diffusionflames has to be validated for high pressure combustion chamber processes due to the inherently high
level of turbulence.
Being rigorously, even a Bunsen burner flame under ambient pressure conditions
can not be completely described with the flsrnelet approach [3]. More sophisticated turbulence models like
the p&approach model the turbulent species production terms more accurate, but need however a large experimental data base on the probability density functions for the special flowfields. Therefore, the latter
approach is a subject of on-going research.
For nozzle flow simulations without flow separation
and free shear;layer development, algebraic or zeroequation turbulence models give accurate results. But
with regard to complex flow pattern, transport of turbulent structures cannot be neglected any more. Twoequation turbulence models present here todays stateof-the-art, despite of all their shortcomings.
Two different approaches exist for the numerical simulation of turbulent wall boundary layers and heat flux
estimations with a twoequation turbulence model,
the wall function approach and the low Reynolds number approach. The wall function approach does not
resolve the structure of the boundary layer; the wall
nearest point of the numerical mesh is somewhere in
the fully developed turbulent boundary layer (generally between 40 5 y+ 5 100). The flow field variables

primary

Inlay! knOlh L=l(..)

Interactive

Spray

Model

injection

at these wall nearest points are not calculated with
the numerical scheme, but with the wall functions.
In contrast, the low Reynolds number approach resolves the turbulent boundary layer down to its laminar sublayer; the flowfield variables within there are
caIcuIated directly with the numerical scheme. Thus,
the latter approach needs a significantly higher mesh
resolution near the walls. since the laminar sublayer
(generally below y+ 5 5) must be resolved.
3.3 Ignition and combustion
During t.he transient start-up of high pressure combustion chambers with ignition of dense liquid spray
fields, t.Ko-phase flow effects are of dominating influence. The detailed combustion of single droplets with
simplified mathematical models can be solved numerically, wherease a modelling of dense spray fields with
ignition and droplet combustion is impossible due to
limited computer resources even in the near future
[14]. Available computer codes which simulate combustion of liquid spray fields assume therefore only a
gas-phase combustion [l].
Ignition and combustion under supercritical conditions simplifies the modelling due to the absence of
the liquid phase. However, for laminar combustion
processes of hydrogen and oxygen, reaction schemes
have to be validated for the high pressure regime. A
sensitivity analysis of a %-reaction scheme indicated,
that at 101~pressure during the induction period of the
combustion. different. reactions dominate compared to
the intermediate and final stages of the combustion [2].
For high pressures, importance of tri-moleculare reactions starts already in the induction period while other
reactions dominating at lower pressures are no longer
of major influence [5]. Despite these uncertainties in
the reaction schemes, another dominating parameter,
the turbulence, has to be taken into account for ignition and combustion modelling, as already discussed
in a previous chapter.
For numerical simulation of steady state conditions
in the c,ombustion chamber, the mixing of oxidizer
and fuel acts as rate controlling [6], [12]. Thus,
combustion modelling based on a ‘mixed-is-burned’hypothesis with equilibrium chemistry and a temperature threshold seems to be an adequate simplification.
3.4 Sub- and supersonic
expansion
During the expansion process through the combustion
chamber and nozzle extension, burned gases are accelerated from subsonic flow velocities to trans- and supersonic velocities, see Fig.2. Main losses in the nozzle
originate from chemical non-equilibrium effects, friction, divergence and shocks [7]. Furthermore, flow
separation may occur. Imperfections in mixing, vaporization and combustion in the combustion chamber
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leading to a stratified mixture ratio distribution during the expansion as well as multi-phase flows through
the nozzle induce additional losses. Friction losses and
divergence losses are implicitly considered when solving the Navier-Stokes equations in a ZD- or JD-form.
Additionally, flow separation can also be accurately
predicted, depending on the turbulence model.
In case of chemically reacting gases, special models
have to be considered to evaluate the equation of state
for ideal gases. Different approaches exists:

Prandtl number. The necessary flow data follow from
an one- or multi-dimensional Euler calculation with
slip condition at the wall. Uncertainties in this approach arise from the validity of the used correlations,
especially with regard to the three dimensional combustion chamber flow with local hot spots near the
wall and possible boundary layer collapse.
The second approach follows from an energy balance
of the hot gas side at the wall:
q = -X V T + C PiUih,

frozen Sow with constant specific heat
local chemical equilibrium
following the Bray-criteria, local chemical equilibrium down to the throat area, and further downstream frozen flow
chemical non-equilibrium with finite reaction
rates (highly CPU-time-cousuming.
depending
on the number of species)
Chemical nonequilibrium effects have an important influence on rocket nozzle performance for low pressure
rocket engines, wherease its influence can be neglected
in high pressure rocket nozzles with chamber pressures
above 100 bar [7]. The expansion within these nozzles
can be reasonably simulated with the assumption of
a local chemical equilibrium composition throughout
the nozzle [4]. However, it must be remarked that
heat fluxes are drastically overestimated when using
the chemicd equilibrium assumption, which will be
discussed in the following section.
3.5 Wall heat flux
The accurate prediction of the wall heat flux is not
solved yet, but is of great importance for high pressure liquid rocket engines, since au underprediction of
wall temperatures can significantly decrease chamber
and nozzle lifetime. Thus, modelling should be performed with detailled models for the hot gas side heat
flux to the wall, and the heat flux through the wall
to the cooling gas in a coupled, iterative procedure.
However, most uncertainties exist on the hot gas side
heat flux to the wall, which is regarded in more detail
in the following.
Two fundamental different approaches exist for wall
heat flux calculations of the hot gas side. The first
one, known as engineering approach, deduces the heat
flux estimation to a 1-D problem, see Fig.8,
il = -a(Top - Twh)

(3)

The term with the species diffusion is in general modelled with the Fick’s law for multispecies reacting gas
flows consisting of ns species:
plui = -CQ* V ($)

+ (;)

gCDr

V ($)

(4)

&=I

Finally, this leads to
il=-xVr-Ci(CDih,V($)+
(:)

hiC;il

cpk

V ($$I)

(5)

or, simplified with equal diffusion coefficients for ah
species, V, = Z)L = V

4=-AvT-~(Pvh.V(%))

(‘3

1

Laminar transport properties for heat conductivity X
and species diffusion V,, together with temperatureand mass fraction gradients, the latter both strongly
influenced by turbulence (see turbulence modelling).
are needed for accurate heat flux predictions.
The
following approaches for modelling exist:
l

a two- or three-dimensional analysis of the viscous and inviscous flow regimes together with a
detailed resolution of the boundary layer down to
its laminar sublayer.
Problem: -t immense CPU-time requirements
due to a strong grid refinement in wall-normal
and both -tangential directions near the wall.

. separation
with an
treatment
Problem:
influence

of viscous and inviscid flow regime
individual, mathematically
optimized
of both flow regimes.
+ the correct prediction of the coupled
of both flow regimes on each other.

(2)

where the heat transfer coefficients result from empirical correlations, depending on the Reynolds- and

The remaining uncertainty is the choice of a proper
boundary condition for the catalytic behaviour of the
wall with regard to the reaction rates, and thus to the
gradient of the species mass fractions:
. full catalytic wall c, = c,, y.,,,,,,,(,,,,,
l

non catalytic wall % = 0

. partially catalytic wall (&), + P,CJ, = O

Figure 8: Sketch of combustion chamber and nozzle flow with one-dimensional
heat flux model

Upper and lower bounding values for the heat flux
can be calculated with the fully catalytic and non
catalytic wall behaviour. The more realistic partially
catalytic assumption has its inherent disadvantage in
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the species production term (tic),, which in general
can not be modelled adequately at the moment.
4. Numerical modelling
Different numerical simulation schemes including
commercial ones have been checked for their applicability to compute in-chamber processes of high pressure chemical propulsion systems [12]. Despite good
theoretical performance, most of the tested schemes
are not suitable for that purpose due to limitations in
physical or numerical modelling.
On the other hand, some simulation schemes applied
to compute e.g. the temperature and species distribution in 3D show, that the dependency of the inchamber conditions on boundary conditions or variation of the chamber- as well as injector-design is computed qualitatively correct.
4.1 Grid generation
The grid should be locally adaptive, unstructured or
at least block-structured to resolve all details of the
injector face plate consisting of several injector elements in the 3D case. The ratio of a typical chamber length to the LOX-post height is of three to four
orders of magnitude. This has to be resolved sufficiently to reproduce ttrc experimentally well observed
influence of the injector design on the chamber flow
pattern adequately.
it is only possible in 3D with
an unstructured or structured but locally adaptive
scheme with respect to acceptable CPU-times.
The
same difficulty arises with respect to strong flow field
gradients and the resolution of weak but important re
circulation areas near the walls and the injector face
plate. Required CPU-times would be prohibitive for
purely structured schemes resolving all hardware and
flow field phenomena in 3D with a mesh independent
solution (mesh convergence !).

4.2 Solution algorithm
and code formulation
The type of the solver has an important influence
on criteria like convergence, model integration and
boundary layer treatment. Incompressible or weakly

433

compressible solver where the density depends only on
temperature and not on pressure converge comparably faster than compressible schemes in the large subsonic part of the combustion chamber, but have stability problems when computing the fully compressible
supersonic expansion. The implicit treatment of the
equations allows to resolve the boundary layer down
to the laminar sublayer and hence the direct computation of the local wall heat flux without the application
of empirical Re-/Nu-/Pr-formula.
Explicit codes are
much better suited for fast model integration and testing, but stow down drastically with decreasing mesh
size due to the CFL-stability criteria.
4.3 Boundary
conditions
Flexibility in the definition of the injection location
and choice of the injected cryogenic fluid, fluid properties as welt as the correct formulation of the subsonic
inllow boundary condition for both fluids is crucial for
the correct representation of the chamber inflow. This
is of major importance for the complete combustion
chamber flow pattern. Simple supersonic inflow conditions not reacting on the combustion chamber state,
e.g. pressure variations. lead to non realistic results.
To compare with experiments, the inflow conditions
(e.g. turbulence conditions at the injector exit) should
be known as exactly as possible.
5. Simulation examples
5.1 Rocket combustion
chamber
The presented chamber simulation has been performed using an espticit finite-volume code that solves
the three-dimensional, time-dependent Navier-Stokes
equations. The development of this code was specially
focussed on the injection and combustion modelting
[12], 1131. The numericat scheme has a local grid refinement. capability, which is of advantage for its application to the rocket combustion chamber. Fig.9 shows
the temperature distribution inside a model combustor where the only difference is the tip design of the
LOX-post. Due to different flow fields at the end of
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the injectors, the mixing zones in the wake of the
injectors
are much shorter,
and the homogeneity
of
the combustion
within the chamber is fairly enhanced.
The code is capable of resolving the different evolution
of shear layers behind each coaxial injector due to flow
field adaptation
and hence to simulate the response of
the in-chamber
condition
on different turbulence
levels behind the injector.
The increased
turbulence
level
leads to a much shorter length required for the mixing
of both propellants
and results in a more homogeneous
temperature
distribution
within the chamber.
Additionally,
the wake flow OF a coaxial injector and
thus the flame holding process - the flame is directly
attached
to the LOX-post
- is predicted
in all simulated cases in good agreement
to experiments
performed with chamber
pressures
between
15 bar and
100 bar. Other codes that have been checked display in
some cases a totally different behaviour,
e.g. a flame
tip lifted of the injector which is in disagreement
to
the experiments.
5.2 Rocket
nozzle
An experimentally
tested plug nozzle is chosen as an
example
for the numerical
simulation
of rocket nozzles. All phenomena
with regard to propellant
injection, atomization
and combustion
are not considered
in this numerical
simulation.
A homogeneous
inflow is
assumed through the combustion
chamber.
The threedimensional
Navier-Stokes
equations
are solved for an
ideal gas with constant
specific heats; turbulence
is
simulated
with a high Reynolds
number two-equation
model, see [lo] for further details.

simulation

(description

at the top left)

The Fig.10 a) shows a photograph
of an experiment
performed
at DLR Lampoldshausen
with a toroidal
plug nozzle, using a propellant
combination
of gas-oil
and nitric acid. The thrust level of the toroidal rocket
chamber with the plug nozzle was 15 kN. The photo of
the experiment
gives a total of the flowfield, whereas
the Fig.10 b) shows the calculated
Mach number distribution
in the crossection
of the centerline.
The predicted flowfield is in a good overall comparison
with
the experiment.
Flow separation
from the plug contour and the formation
of three Mach discs can be
observed.
However, the exact prediction
of the separation point has to be investigated
further with other
turbulence
approaches.

6.

Verification

A code consisting
of a multitude
of physical and numerical models influencing each other has to be fundamentally
verified to create and ensure confidence with
respect to the results. Application
of a computational
scheme as predictive
design tool is only justified,
if
the results compare qualitatively
and quantitatively
well with observed trends and experimental
evidence.
Each decisive submodel has to be compared
with basic experiments.
Ierification
has not to rely only on
expensive hot runs. The injection model, single phase
multi fluid as well as two phase flow models, can be
verified using a high pressure injection test stand with
cryogenic
nitrogen
simulating
the oxidizer flow and
matching
all relevant similarity parameters
[Is]. The
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Appkatcon of advanced laser diagnostics
(CARS etc.) being adapted to the dense
high pressure (10 MPa) regime

Figure

11: Quantitative

neglection of the flame zone results in no significant
cliange to parameters of rate controlling importance
for the primary atomization. The same can be done as
a first approximation for the turbulent mixing mode!,
that has to be validated for strong shear flows and
large density gradients between oxidizer and fuel. In
the latter case, verification has also to be done in the
lrot case to check. if the volume expansion of the turbulent mixing layer due to the flame zone is properly
modelled. Additionally, tire combustion model for turbu!ent diffusion and premixed flames taking into account very low temperatures near the injector can be
verified only under firing conditions.
Different degrees of verification can be distinguished
for most of the models:
Global verification: no optical insight into the
mode! combustion chamber is required. Measurement of the chamber pressure gives in comparison to the simulation a global information about
the overall efficiency. Additionally, measurement
of local wall heat fluxes gives insight into length
scales required for mixing and burning.
Qualitative verification: optical access into t.!re
combustion chamber is required for phenomenological studies. The appearance of tile dense core
regime in cold flow tests and the game shape during hot runs can be analyzed.
Quantitative verification: optical access for the
application of advanced laser diagnostics is required.
For the cold case. a pdf e.g. of the
oxidizer can be generated for different locations
within the measuring chamber and compared to
computational
results. During hot firing tests,
species distribution of rate controlling radicals as
well as a temperature pdf’s will give quantitative information about tlrc mixing and combustion process.

7.

Conclusions

and further

work

Numerical schemes simulating thrust chamber processes of liiglr performance chemical propulsion systerns have been reviewed. Results show. that tlreii
applicability as a predictive too! for quanritative combustion cliamber design purposes is limited due to
shortcomings
in physical modelling and numerical

verification

treatment. Modelling of decisive rate controlling phenomena occurring inside tire combustion clramber, see
Fig.2, has not reaclled a satisfactory starus until nom
to ensure quantitatively reliable results. This relaxes
for nozzle flows, where results obtained with state of
the art tools compare even quantitatively we!! with
experimentally obtained results.
The only optima! concept, i.e. one global code simulating all physical processes from injection ro wall heat
flux, will not exist for a considerable amount of time.
Different aims and applications require the specialization of the numerical scheme on different subjects.
E.g. to determine the wall heat flux inside the subsonic combustor efficiently, a weakly compressible and
implicit sclreme is preferable. This scheme would fail
when being applied to compute the flow field and also
the heat flux in the transsonic part near the nozzle
throat, wlrerc a fully compressible scheme is required.
For motle! int,cgr;ttion and testing purposes. an CSplicit code has advantages despite being not capable
of boundary layer calculations in 3D.
On the other hand, present day capabilities show that
it is possible to simulate combustion chamber effects
in 3D, which can also be observed in the full scale hot
run experiment.
The stratified mixture zone in the wake of the coaxial
injector is predicted qualitatively correct. The flame
holding process directly behind the LOX-post of each
injector matches exactly with experimental observations. The response of the combustion chamber flow
pattern on different injector designs or different arrangements and distributions of injectors at the injector face plate shows qualitatively correct results, e.g.
hot spots at certain locations on the wall which tend
to overstress the wall structure.
Therefore, suitable computational schemes may be ap
plied even today within the design process for a first
optimization.
Nevertheless, experimental fine tuning
is furthermore required until physical models describe
decisive phenomena like - injection - atomization mixing - combustion in a more quantitative way.
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